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INTRODUCTI ON 

It has been recognized for some time that knowledge 

of root development of grasses, their extent, osition, 

and activit as absorbers of water and plant food at 

various stages of growth, is of major importance to 

scientific understanding of plant development. Such 

information should be of value in solving sorne of the 

problems that are facing growers of grasses for forage 

and soil conservation purposes. 

The Need for Study of Grass Root Development in Oregon. 

One of the common problems of grass growers is to 

determine which grasses will give the best results when 

seedea in mixture for pasture purposes. This is ari 

especia3ly important problem as major attention is being 

given to getting large areas of land in Western Oregon and 

Washington seeded to pasture grasses. Knowledge of root 

development of the more important grasses should help 

determine which are the best to seed in mixtures. It is 

generally accepted that the compatibility of plants grow- 

ing together is dependent to a considerable extent on the 

character of their root development. Weaver (39) makes 

the following statement regarding the compatibility of 

plants. "Why certain artificial mixtures of grasses and 
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other herbs may thrive in pastures and meadows, while 

others do less well, must depend to large degree upon 

cometition of root systems. This is the case in native 

grassland, where it is usual for 200 to 300 individuuls 

or groups of individuRl plants to grow in a single sounre 

meter, due to lessened competition reu1ting from ab- 

sorption at different soil levels an from maximum above- 

ground activities at different times of the growing sea 

eon." Results of studies y Millar (19) indicate that 

different crops may have markedly different feeding poers 

in the various soil horizons. 

Such inforr1tion vould help to explain why grasses as 

tall fescue and Reed canary grass do not lend themselves 

to planting in mixture. Is it becuse of their extensive 

root development and heavy feeding habit that other plants 

are not able to withstand their competition? 7eaver (38) 

suggests "it is not improbable that some of our best 

yielding crops may be able to out-strip others largely 

because of their greater efficiency in securing a larger 

and more constant supply of water and nutrients!t. 

The application of commercial fertilizers to grass 

seedings is becoming a standard practise in estern 

Oregon. A knowledge of root development is basic to a 

scientific application of these fertilizers. Information 



as to time of greatest nutrient absorption is prereauisite 

to an understanding of the best time, depth and method of 

application. This same information would also indicate 

the depth st which soil samples should be taken for 

chemical analysis In order to determine plant food defi- 

ciencies. 

It is becoming a common practise on some soil types 

to seed certsin grasses (Reed canary, tall fescue, meadow 

foxtail, and the wheat grasses) in rows. The grass is 

cultivated for the first year or two for the purpose of 

keeping down weeds and conserving moisture. An under- 

standing of seedling root development as well as at 

different stages of growth would make possible more 

intelligent cultivation prsctises. Such information would 

also be helpful in determining the best methods of seed 

bed preperstion. 'eever (38) stetes: "It should be clear 

that s knowledge of root development under each of the 

diverse methods of tillage, systems of mulching etc; will 

not only ï:ive a logical ansaer for the results obtained 

by these practises, ut will form a scientific basis for 

the application of other methods or combinations which 

may result in greater yields'. 

Root borers snd stem rot are resultinp in consider- 

able thinning out of red clover and alfalfa stands in 

Western Oregon. Nematodes and alfalfa wilt are becoming 
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a more serious problem every year. Sorne loclitics 

practise seeding of grssses in red clover and siftifa 

which re beginning to thin; thus prolonging the pro- 

ductive use of the planting. A similnr practise may prove 

profitable in Vestern Oregon. Such procedure would re- 

quire knowledge of root development of the more import&nt 

hay grasses as a bssis lar determining which would best 

estsblish themselves under those conditions snd Rt the 

same time prove competible to the legume crop. 

Considerable attention is now being given to the use 

of grasses for controlling soil erosion. Knowledge of 

root development is prerenuisite to the selecton of 

grasses to be grown for soil holding purposes. In 

addition this information would indicste which grasses 

are the most productive sources of organic matter in the 

lorm of root residues. 

An understanding of root development should help 

explain why some plants are more winter hardy or drouth 

resistant thon others; also why some plants make ouicker 

recovery after being subjected to adverse conditions. 

This type of 1nformtion would be helpful in determining 

the plants best suited to different soll, water and 

climatic conditions. 

If soil cidity is considered from the standpoint 

of the tolerance of the plant to acidity rather than 
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from the lime requirement of the soil a knowledge of root 

development is again of primary 1mport'nce. 

Weaver (38) points out that there is a close relation 

between the vigor of root growth and disease resistance 

especially vhere the diseses are physiological. This 

serves to emphasize the importance of knowledge concerning 

the comparative root vigor of the different grass plants. 

Weaver (38) calls attention to the fact thst, 

uirrigation water can be applied more effectively if a 

knowledge of the extent and iosition of the root system 

as modified by the chemicl and physical nature of the 

soil is known. 

These are some of the more evident values of infor- 

mation about root development of the more important forage 

grasses. This information should not only help to better 

explain the rsults obtained from observation of field 

plantings, but shoula be a scientific basis for develop- 

ment of improved cultural, fertilisation, irrigation and 

crop use practises, and for development of new strains 

of plants for particular growing conditions. 

Studies Macte in Other Sections of the United States. 

Weaver and his co-workers (38)-(39) at Nebraska have 

conducted the most extensive studies of root development 

on grasses, as well as on m'ny other cultivated and native 



plants. Ten Eyck (33) and Sheppard (8 ) of North Dakota, 

Sanborn (25) of Utah, Farris (5 ) of New Jersey, Sprague 

(32) of New Jet S3y, Ten Eyck (34) of Kansas, Beckwith ( 2 ) 

of New York, King (14) and Goff ( 9) of Wisconsin have 

also made observations on the root development of crops 

growing in their respective localities. 

:ost of these investigations, those of Weaver in 

particular, have been made in the semi-arid or sub-humid 

sections of the Western and. Mid-western states. The 3oils 

in these sections are ciescribed by Kellogg (13) as 

Pedocals. Due to differences in fertility, structure, 

texture and moisture conditions the root development in 

these soils is not characteristic of that found in the 

soils of Western Oregon even though the species are the 

same. Farris ( 5 ) after making extensive studies o± root 

development in New Jersey reports that the root systems 

of many crop plants are decidedly different on the humid 

soils of New Jersey from those reported by workers in 

other regions. The general forms were similar, but were 

much less extensive than those observed on lighter, dryer 

soils. The results obtained by Beckwith C 2 ), Sprague 

(32) and Farris (5 ) are more applicable to conditions 

in Western Oregon. 

There has been very little work done on the root 

development of grasses in Western Oregon. No published 
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information is vLd1sble. This shows the need for such 

a study under conditions found in this section. 

Statement of Problem 

In an attempt to secure information which would 

help answer some of the problems discussed in this paper, 

s project was set up in the fall o1 1937 to be carried 

for a period of three or four years. 

The project consists of making plantings of the 

more importEnt forage grasses in Western Oregon on four 

representativo soil types. The soil types selected were 

those whicb are most representative of the v2rying soil 

conditions upon which grass production is of economic 

importance. The grasses planted were Chewing fescue 

(Festuca rubra commutata) , tall fescue (Festuc elatior 

arundinacea) , English rye (Lolium perenne) , timothy 

(Phleum pratense) , orchard (Dactylis giomerta) , Reed 

cnary (Phalarus arumdincea) , tall oat (Ärrhenatherum 

elutius) , and bulbous blue (Poa bulbosa) . Observations 

will be made of their root development at different stages 

of growth from time of seeding to maturity. 

The objective of this study is to obtein information 

as to the chracteristic root development of these differ- 

ent grasses, and the responses of these plants to the 
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varying conditions of the different soil tjpes. 

The euthor fully realizes that this study covers 

only a portion of the whole problem of root development. 

Lack of time and fscilities prevent a more extensive 

study at present. It is believed, however, thst this 

project when completed will give a great deal of funda- 

mental information upon which future studies may be based. 

It is suggested that subsequent studies should be 

made to determine the effect on root development of 

different plant food fertilizers; depth at which fertil- 

izer is applied; time of seeding; rate of seeding; 

different methods of crop care--pasturing, cutting for 

hay or seed, cultivation; moisture conditions--rrigtion 

water, standing end moving flood water, and conditions of' 

minimum soil water. 

METHODS OF PROCDURE 

Selection of Soils 

The four soil types on which field plantings were 

made are: Willamette clay, Deyton silty clay loam, Olympic 

clay, and Melbourne clay. These soil types were selected 

because there are extensive acreages of each in Western 

Oregon, and grass production is of economic importance 

on all. These soil types also are representative of 

widely varying soil conditions under which grass is grown 



In Western Oregon. 

Willamette c1a,r Is considered one of the best old 

valley filling soils for gr1culture purposes. Dayton 

silty clay loam, because of its poor drainage and phys1cl 

qualities is considered the poorest old valley filling 

soil. Production of grass is its principal use at the 

present time. elbourne clay is representative of the 

residual soils developing from sedimentary rock. Olympic 

clay is representative of the residual soils developing 

from bassitic rock. Due to the seriousness of erosion 

and loss of fertility large acreages cf these residual 

soils have been taken out of cultivation and seeded to 

grasses. 

In every case the area selected lar plianting on 

each soil type was as representative s it was possible 

to obtain. 

Preparation for Seeding 

The seed bed was prepared in the usual manner as 

for field crops. The ground was first disked, then 

lowed to a depth of six inches and worked Into condition 

for planting with a disk and harrow. As the grass was 

to be fll planted the seed bed was left rather loose 

and cloddy. 

After the land was in condition for pl'nting lt 
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was measured off into plots two feet wide and six feet 

long. One range consisting of nine plots was provided 

for each grass to be seeded. The distance between the 

ranges was four feet. The distance between the plots 

varied from three feet to eight feet. The greater distance 

being allowed between those plots where root observations 

were to be made at the more mature stages of development. 

(Refer to planting chart on page 11.) 

Seeding 

All seedings were made from September l to 24, 1937. 

Fall planting is recommended in Testern Oregon. 

Seedings were made at the following rates per acre. 

These are standcrd rates of seeding under field conditions 

in Western Oregon. 

Bulbous blue ------------------ 20# 

Chewing fescue ---------------- 2O 

Tall fescue ------------------- 2Oï 

Orchard grass ----------------- 20# 

Reed canary ------------------- 8# 

English rye grass ------------- 2O 

Tall oat grass ---------------- 20# 

Timothy ----------------------- 8# 

The seed was broadcast by hand and co 

of 1/2 inch with a hand rake. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

per acre. 

vered to a depth 
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Methods Used in Naking Root Observations 

Review of the literature re1ting to methods used in 

making root studies brings out the fct that a number of 

different methods have been used by investigators. The 

method best suited to a particular situation will wry 

with soil conditions, the information which one wishes to 

obtain, equipment and iunds avi1able. 

The following Is a brief review of methods used 

In making root studies. 

1. Direct wshing method. 

Hales ( 8 ) as early as 1727 attempted to obtain 

the root systems of some plants by direct washing from 

the ground. This method evidently did not give satis- 

factory results as it was not used by later investi- 

gators and was soon abandoned by its originator. 

2. Trench washing method. 

This method described by Pavlychenko (22) was 

developed by Schubert (26) in 18b8. It consisted of 

digging a trench beside the plant or plants selected 

for study and then washing out the root systems directly 

from a vertical wall of the trench. This method enabled 

the investigator to determine the depth of penetration 

and to procure the bulk root material of such crops 

as wheat, winter rape and clover. This method does not 

include means for separating individual plants for more 
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detailed study. Schuberts method was followed more 

or less closely by Goff (7 ), Morrow and Hunt (20) and 

others. 

3. Water culture and soil-container method. 

Pavlychenko (22) ctiscusses the work of a number 

of investigators using this method. "Nobbe (21) was 

interested in the effects of different mineral salts 

upon the development of root systems and StructuPe. 

He realized the difficulty In carrying out ôbservations 

with plants grown in the natural undisturbed ground 

end used lsrge glass cylinders filled with certin 

kinds of soil mixtures. He grew the seedlinrs in water 

cultures and then transplanted them into the cylinders. 

At definite stages of plant development the entire 

content of the cylinders was removed and the roots were 

liberated from earth b;, soaking in water and shaking 

with the fingers. Kraus (15) used pots and wooden 

boxes for the same purpose. Eoveler (12) and Frank (6 ) 

studied corn, peas and beans in vessels tilled with 

vrious soils. Tucker and Von Seelhorst (36) investi- 

gated the root systems 01 oat plants grown in zinc 

cans containing about 40 pounds ot soil. Arker ( 1 

worked Lupinus and sunflower in either water cultures 

or soil containers. Very extensive study of the root 

systms of wheat, oats and barley by Von Seelhorst 
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and Freckmann (28) was entirely carried out in pots. 

Mielecki (18) used water cultures exclusively in study- 

Ing effects of potash on the development of the root 

systems of different plants. 

By growing plants in the various kinds of soil 

containers and washing the roots with water, or by 

using water cultures, the workers were in a position 

to secure root material and sometimes even root systems 

of single plants in good condition without much effort. 

The method is chesp, ouick and easy. however, the 

results obtained under such highly artificial con- 

ditions, sithough of theoretical interest, do not 

illustrate the usual extent, shape, penetration, branch- 

ing, snd conseouently performence, of the root systems, 

which the latter develop when grown under natural 

conditions." 

4. Heliriegel's steel cylinder method. 

Pavlychenko (22) describes a method used by 

heliriegel (li) in 1883 as follows: "Eellriegel used 

steel cylinders about 400 sq. cm. in cross sections and 

as long as required by the materisi studied. The 

Implement was first driven into the ground to th depth 

desired. The the earth around It wes removed snd the 

base of the soil column inside the cylinder was examined 

with respect to the number of root stubs found at 
that 



level. Von Seelhorst (29) and othe 

this method in several experiments. 

is suitable only for studying depth 

sometimes the lateral spread of the 

5. Stee1-frine washing method. 

Bays ( ) in studying the root 

15 

r workers also used 

The method, however, 

of penetration and 

root systems." 

systems of corn 

used a steel frame in which trays made with wire netting 

and water pipe were suspended at two to three inch 

1nterv1s. The frame was put in the ground and filled 

with soil. The crop to be studied was planted in the 

center. At given stages of development the frame 

was removed and the soil washed away, 1eving the roots 

suspended on the wire trays :ithin the frcme. 

Soil prism washing method. 

Following the principles of Flayt s method (6 
) 

King (14) of Wisconsin devised a means by which the 

roots were supported in their natural sbape after the 

soil was washed eway. This method consists of isolating 

a prism of soil several feet long and one foot thick 

by means of trenches dug around it to a depth equal 

to that of the root system. The prism of soil is then 

fitted with a cage made of galvanized iron and poultry 

wire netting. When this is in place sharpened wires are 

pushed through the soil of the prism. The surface soil 

is then removed and replaced with plaster of 
paria which 
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upon hrdening holds the bases of the plants in place. 

Finally the soil is removed with a stream of water 

1/ib inch in diameter. The roots held in position by 

the laster of paris and cross wires are then photo- 

graphed. 

Several investigators have used the method described 

above, or sorne mcdifiction of it. Goff (7 ), Wisconsin, 

studied the root systems of strawberry, raspberry, grape 

and apple; Ten Eyck (3) and Sheppard (30) made root 

studies of crops grown in North Dakota. Ten Eyck (34) 

later made similar studies in Kansas. 

There are several outstanding disadvantages of this 

method; first, it is very slow ìnd muddy. The investi- 

gator has to work in the trench flooded with water and 

mud unless some means is provided for its remov9l. 

Second, many of the finer roots are moved from their 

normal position or are broken off by clods of soil 

collapsing under pressure of the water. Third, to use 

satisfactorily the prism must be limited to 18 inches 

in thickness, resulting in only a section of the root 

system being obtained. 

7. Concrete-compartment washing method. 

This method used by Schulze (27) is described by 

Pavlychenko (22) as iollows: ttRealizing the difficulty 

of the task with plants grown in the undisturbed ground, 
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he constructed a number of separate compartments each 

24 x 24 x 80 inches in size. Three walls of each corn- 

partrnent were made of concrete, while the fourth side 

opened into a room common to all compartments. The 

open side was then closed by two metal plates. The 

inner plate was perforated with holes about 3/8 inch in 

diameter, while the outside one was solid in order to 

make the compartments water-tight. The compartments 

were packed with sifted soil nd sown to different 

crops. At various stages of pint growth the root 

systems were studied in the following manner; A strern 

of water was used to remove the loose soil, which was 

carried off through the perforated plate, the solid 

plate having been taken away before washing started»' 

8. Nail and needle brush washing method. 

Pavlychenko (22) has described this method intro- 

duced by RotmistrofÍ', V. G. (23) and modified by 

M.aschhaupt (17) and Spirhanzl (31) . "This method is 

designed to keep the roots in their originl position 

after the earth is removed by water, and thus to disclose 

a true picture of their distribution under the surface. 

The principal features of tbe method as used by 

Rotmistroff (23) may be described as follows: a wooden 

box only one inch wide about 28 inches long and 60 

inches deep was packed with sifted soil and set into 
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the ground. In this narrow box, plants grew to a 

certain stage of development. Then the box was ex- 

cavated and one side board replaced by a zinc plate 

filled with one Inch nails to form a sort of nat]. brush. 

Loose dirt from the box was washed off by a streaiì of 

water and roots. were left held in place by the natis 

of the zinc brush. lVlaschhaupt (17) applied a simtlar 

prtnctple but worked with plants grown in tbe field. 

The brush tri this case consisted of a large board filled 

with long needles. This was forced against the vertical 

wall of a trench dug on one side of the plants selected 

for the study. In addition he used a large steel sheet, 

which he forced into the ground at the desired distance 

in front of the needle brush. The washing was done as 

in Rotmistroff's method. 

9 ,Obervatton-pit method. 

Rotmistroff, W.G. (24) developed this method. It 

consisted of a pit 27 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 4 

feet deep along one side of a plot where the root 

systems were to be studied. Horizontal holes two inches 

high, 4 inches wide and 8 inches deep were made in the 

vertical wall of the pit on the side facing the plot. 

These were spaced 20 inches apart on the horizontal 

line and 4 inches apart on the vertical lines. Depth 

of root penetration was observed as root tips pro- 

jected through the walls of openings. The openings 
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were sealed oi:f with wooden blocks and asbestos paper, 

boards and straw to prevent drying out. 

Lateral spread was determined in a similar manner 

by digging vertical holes at certain intervals from 

one another. 

10. Direct tracing of main roots. 

This metnod developed by 1-leadden (lo) in 1896 

is designed to determine the exact location of the 

main roots b, excavating them with a sharp pointed 

instrument. This was done at considerable sacrifice 

of the finer roots. Later Cottreli ( 4 ) used this 

same method in studying the rooting systems of alfalfa. 

li. Weaver's method. 

Weaver (39) developed a method which is used 

quite universally where conditions permit. The follow- 

ing Is a brief description of his method: Typical 

cultivated plants surrounded by others of their kind 

and planted at usual rate are selected rather than 

isolated individuals. Areas chosen are free from weeds. 

When site Is s&1ected, a trench Is exc 

inches froi the plants to be examined. 

made to 12 feet long, depending upon 

to be studied, about 2 to 5 feet wide, 

deep. 

The dirt surroundinz the roots is 

avated 8 to 12 

The trench is 

the type of plants 

and 5 to 7 feet 

worked away 



with a hand pick and Ice pick; care being taken not to 

damage t he roots. As the dirt is removed the investi- 

gator makes a working description of the root develop- 

ment. The accuracy of this description is verified by 

examining a number of root systems. 

This description is accompanied by a large scale 

penciled drawing made in the field. These drawings 

are l?Iter inked and photographed. 

11. Soil-UlocIed washing method. 

Pavlychenko (22) developed this method after 

several methods previously used by different workers 

were tried, but vith unsatisfactory results. 

This method consists of isolating a block of soil 

containing the root system to be studied. The size of 

block varying from 
l4 x 14" x 14" to 4O x 40" x 

depending upon the plant material, soil type, amount 

and distribution of moisture in the ground and many 

other factors. The blocks of soil are then encased 

with specially constructed frames. Then properly 

encased the block is lifted from the pit by means of 

block and tackle. The block is then submerged in a 

tank of water and allowed to soak several hours. This 

soaking makes the soil more susceptible to the action 

of water during the washing process. The washing is 

started at the bottom of the block ond proceeds up- 
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ward until the root system is liberated. Washing is 

done with a specIally constructed nozzle. A complete 

report Is kept, including a chart of the root system. 

The root system is then placed in a special tank con- 

taming to 6 inches of water. The roots are arranged 

In their normal position, as 1ndicted by the chart 

made at time of washing; then completely analyzed 

and photographed. 

Explanation of Mettrnds used In this study. The 

methods used by ?'eaver (39) and Pavlychenko (22) , or 

some modificstlon of these methods, ore now being used 

by most individuals conducting root development studies. 

The results obtained by the individuals using these 

methods appear more useable than those obtained by the 

other methods discussed prevIously. 

After considerable experimenting with the methods 

used by V.eaver (2 ) and Pavlychenko (22) a procedure 

was developed which combines features of both. 

Widely varying soli conditions existing in Western 

Oregon, make application of Weaver's methods In its 

entirety, IrpractIcal. The plasticity and tenacity of 

these soils, due to high cliy content, make it very 

difficult to vork the soil away from the roots without 

damaging them considerably, especially the smaller branch 
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roots. This becomes increasingly difficult s the soll 

drys, due to the cementing characteristic of soils high 

in cisy. The columnar structure characteristic of the 

sub-horizons of some soils, makes it difficult to con- 

duct studies. Due to this structure the soil breaks 

along verticsl lines resulting in damage to the root 

systems being studied. Another condition vh1ch makes 

the use of Weaver's method difficult Is the extremely 

wet surroundings under which the investigator has to 

work during most of the f1l, inter and spring months. 

ater soon fills a trench dug for the purpose of making 

root observations. The periods in the fall and spring 

when water and soil conditions are such that this method 

might be used are very short. When making observations 

at different periods of plant development in Western 

Oregon, it Is necessary to aaopt a method which is 

useable uider all soil conditions. 

It was possible by using some modification of the 

methods used by Pavlychenko to obtain the root system 

of a grass plant in its entirety. However, due to the 

extreme water pressure needed to wash the dirt from the 

roots, it s impossible to keep the roots in a normal 

position or to make a sketch of the root system auring 

the washing process. 



The method finally adopted consisted of iirst 

digging a shallow trench along the side of the plants to 

be studied. The dirt was then worked away from the roots 

as carefully as possible. As this was being done a 

rough sketch drawing was made. This drawing would 

show the direction of penetration of the main roots, 

lateral spread, and maximum penetration including the 

amount and nature of branching. Descriptive notes of the 

root development were also taken at this time. 

After the sketch wis comileted and notes taken, 

four to six plants in the part of the plot which had 

not been molested were selected for further observation. 

It was necessary to start with this number of pl:nts 

as regardless of precautions taken at least half of 

the plants would be damaged in excavation, washing and 

following procedures. 

A galvanized iron cylinder was then iorced into 

the ground around these plants to a depth of six inches 

below the maximum root penetration. The cylinders used. 

varied from six inches in diameter to twenty inches; 

the size used depending upon the lateral spread of the 

root system as indicated by original observation. Refer 

to plate 1. The weight of one to two men ccn force the 

large sized cylinder into the ground six inches to a 

foot. To rorce the cylinder deeper it is necessary to 



Plate I 

Equipment Used in Obtaining Root Specimens 



dig the soil away from around the cylinder leaving a 

column of soil the size of the cylinder. The cylinder 

is then worked down around the column. In this manner 

the cylinder can be forced into the soil until it con- 

tains tha whols root system. 

The cylinder containing soil and plants was then 

Ufted out of the ground and transported to the washing 

tank which was one foot deep, three feet wide, and five 

feet long. If the soil was dry it was allowed to soak 

six to twenty-four hours. This loo5iened the soil, re- 

suiting in less damage to roots during the washing pro- 

cess. If the soil was moist at time of excavation, 

this soaking L)rocess was dispensed with. 

When ready or washing, the cylinder was opened 

longitudinally by unscrewing three clamps which held 

the edges together. At first the cylinder was opened 

only a few inches; to open further or to remove the 

cylinder entirely resulteu in the soil column breaking 

and destroying the roots. The soil was washed away 

from the roots by directing a stream of water from a 

fine spray nozzle against the side of the soil column. 

r8shing was started at the top and progressed down 

the column until all soil was removed from the roots. 

This washing process took from one hour to half a day 

depending upon the size of pints and type of soil. 
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Then the washing was completed the roots remained in 

a mat at the bottom of the cylinder. 

The next step consisted 0± suspending the roots 

in a tank of water and separating those of the different 

plants. This was a very slow and tedious process as 

the roots are interwoven under normal growing conditions 

and get more tangled during the washing process. rhen 

the plants had been worked free, those which had been 

damaged were discarded. 

To get he roots in condition for photographing 

it was first necesary to arrange the roots in their 

normal position. This was done by spreading the roots 

out in a tank of water over a plate which was sorne- 

what larger than the root system. TLIs plate was made 

of fourteen gauge black iron and coated with black lacquer. 

The root was then manipulated into normal position as 

indicated by the iield sketch and notes. The water was 

then siphoned out slowly leaving the root system spread 

on the plate. Due to the lack of facilities for photo- 

graphy and to the expense of making the photographs one 

at a time as the roots were prepared, it was necessary 

to mount the root specimens. This was accomplishea by 

transferring the roots from the plate to blotter driers 

and drying in position. Then ready for photographing 

the roots were transferred to a ferro-type plate. 
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This procedure was followed for the first three 

observations. Arrangements were then made to photo- 

graph the root systems Individually as soon as they had 

been s)read out on the plate; thus doing away with the 

necessity of drying them in blotters. This procedure 

was followed in the fourth observation and gave far more 

satisfactory results. The transferring of roots from 

plate to blotters and then to ferro-type plate to be 

photographed was a difficult operation and resulted in 

considerable damage. 

The latter method is considered y the author to 

be a very satisfactory way of preparing roots for photo- 

graphing. 

The method described for obtaining the root specimens 

has iven very satisfactory results. 

viethods Used in Ìviaking Soil Analysis 

A rather complete analysis was made of each soil 

type on which root observations were made. This was 

considered necessary in order to standardize the in- 

formation obtained from the root study, and to serve as 

a basis for analyizing the responses of grass roots to 

varying soil conditions. 

A complete review of the literature indicated that 

the soil properties most likely to affect root develop- 
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ment are: 

1. Structure--ìmount of non-capillary pore space. Pre- 

sence of obstructing layers, i.e., clay pan, plow sole 

and hard pan. 

2. Texture--relative amounts of sand, silt and cicy. 

3. Amount of available plant foods, i.e., orgnic motter 

&nd avouable phosphorous. 

4. Acidity. 

5. soil temperature. 

6. Aeration. 

7. 'ater relationships--useable water, wilting point, 

and height of water table. 

Observations and tests made to determine these soil 

properties of each soil were as follows: 

1. Structure--a detailed observation was made of each 

soil horizon. Such conditions as amount of non- 

copillary pore space, presence of clay and plow pans 

and resistance to pulverization were noted. These 

observotions were made from a pit 5 feet square and 

approximately 5 feet deep. Ly observing the different 

horizons as they appeared in cross section on the 

wall of the pit, it vas possible to get an excellent 

picture of the profile characteristics. 

2. Texture--a mechunical analysis was made of each soil 

horizon using the methods developed by .iíouyoucos ( 3 ). 
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3. Available plant food--organic matter content determined 

by ralkley's (37) method; phosphorous by Troug's (35) 

method. 

4. Acidity--determined by colorimetric method. 

. boil temperature--observations were made periodically 

of the air and surface tem;eratures, and at depths 

of one, two and three feet. 

6. Aeration--detailed observations made of each soil 

horizon, ana conditions indicating lack of aeration 

were noted. 

7. Water relationship--during the period of this study 

there was sufficient useable water at all times. 

The height of water table was observed periodically. 

A summary of observations and tests made of each 

soil type is given under "Presentation of Data--Relating 

to Joli Conditions." 

PRESENTATIO1 OF DATA 

Relting to the Root Development of Grasses Studied 

A review of literature relating to the root develop- 

ment of the grasses studied indicated that very little 

attention has been lven these grasses as fBr as this 

particular phase is concerned. 

1;ost of the work that has been done was by early 
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investigators. The methods used were, in most cases, 

not detailed enough to get a complete picture of the 

root development, but did give the main characteristics 

such as maximum depth of penetraticn, lateral spread 

and some inaication of the total amount of roots. 

Another coniderstion is that most of the investi- 

gation done in connection vith these grasses has been 

in areas having very different soil nd climatic conditions 

than those found In Western Oregon. These differences 

in growing conditions should result in materiEl differ- 

ences in the root development of grasses. 

The author was unable to find any report of investi- 

gations dealing with the root development of these 

grasses In Western Oregon; or under conditions sirillar 

to those found in this section. 

The foflowing Is a report of the findings of studies 

made by the :uthor and previous Investigators. Obser- 

vations of root development were made on all soils by 

the author at the ist foliage leaf stage, 5th foliage 

leaf stage and at 180 days. Due to the rapidity of root 

growth on the Wiliemette soli it was deemed necefsary to 

make an additional observation 45 days after the 5th 

foliage leaf stage in order to get a complete picture 

of the successive stages of root development. Observations 

were made at the stages of leaf development Indicated 
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above rather than at definite stated intervals as it 

ws believed that the taking of this data at these stages 

would be cornuarable with forage development stages. 

Orchard Grass (Dactylis glomerata) 

Previous investigations. Wesver (39) reports thBt 

the root systems of orchard grass growing on lowland 

and upland soils at Lincoln, Nebraska has a working 

depth of 2.3 feet when 11 weeks old, snd a maximum 

penetrstion of 3 feet. He states "By August 26, (grass 

spring seeded) the tufts or bunches of grass were pro- 

vided with roots that literally filled the surface soil 

with great masses of tan colored fibrous roots to a 

depth of nearly 2 feet below which level they became 

fewer In number but were abundant to a depth of 3.2 

feet» At this stage the roots were well supplied with 

laterals 1 to 5 inches long. The maximum penetration 

was 4.4 feet. 

At Geneva, New York, Beckwith (2 ) observed the 

root development of orchard. grass during the first 

year of growth. The plants were growing on a heavy 

clay loam under-lain at a depth of 
6 

to 10 inches with 

a tenacious gravelly clay. 

Fine fibrous roots filied the soil to a depth of 

1 foot, a large number reached a depth of 21 inches, 
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and a few were traced to a depth of 3 feet. Roots were 

traced horizontally a distance of 21 Inches. 

Beckith ( 2 ) reports that Towes and Gilbert found 

strong, stout fibrous roots, descending more or less 

vertically to a considerable depth. Under favorable 

conditions the root hairs were numerous, long and 

delic&te. 

Ten £yck (34) made observations on two or three 

year old plants at Manhattan, Kansas. He observed that 

the extreme depth of root was practically the same as 

the extreme height of the grass, which was 3.5 feet. 

The surface six inches of soil was so filled with a 

thick fibrous mass of roots that it was very difficult 

to wash out sil of the soil. Below ten inches in depth 

the roots rapidly thinned out, the largest part of the 

root growth lying with in the surface foot of soil. 

The root system closely resembled that of wheat, oats 

and barley, but with great fibrous growth in the 

surface soil. The roots were tough and w:ody and nearly 

white in color. 

Present investigations. Refer to ensuing pages. 



Elate II 
ORCHARD GRASS 

hoot Development at First Foliage Loaf Stage 

illamette* Dayton Olyrnpic* I. elbourne4 

2 days 32 days 27 days 26 days 

Scale in inches. 
Indicates soi]. type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at tirLe observatioi was rade. 



Plate III 
ORCHARD GRASS 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

1*!jllamette* 

41 days 

D ay t on* 

114 days 

*Indi.cates soil type ori 'thich plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plents at time observation was made. 



Plate IV 

ORCHARD GRASS 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

O1ympic4 

140 days 

I eib ourne* 

116 days 

*Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number ol' days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate V 

ORCHARD GRASS 

hoot Development 45 Days After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate VI 

OhCHARD GRASS 

root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate VII 

ORCHARD GRASS 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Dayton silty clay loam 



Plate VIII 

ORCHARD GRASS 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Olympic clay 
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TABLE I 

ROGT DEVELOPMENT OF ORCHARD GRASS 

on 

Wtllaìnette clay 

ist 5th 45 days 
Foliage Foliage after 5th 180 days 
Leaf Leaf Fol. Leaf 

Age at time of 
observatton. 23 days 41 days 86 days 180 days 

Weight of tops 
in gram8. * .004 .039 .l3O .738 

Weight of roots 
in grams. .007 .024 .072 .?23 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located. O to il" O to 4" 0 to 8" 0 to 14" 

Maximum depth 
of penetration 6" 14" 36" 

Average lateral 
spread. 1" 3" 8" 20" 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 

Dayton silty clay loam 

ist 5th 
Foliage Foliage 180 days 
Leaf Leaf 

32 days 114 days 180 days 

.004 .053 .373 

.010 .067 .269 

Oto2" Oto6" Oto?" 

4ff 9fl 15" 

1" 7" 15" 

C'I 



TABLE II 

R OCT DELO1T OF ORCHARD GRASS 
on 

Olympic clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 clays 

leaf leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 27 days 140 days 180 days 

etght of tops 
i_n prams .003 .034 .549 

e1ght of roots 
in prarns .015 .045 .357 

Depth at whtch 
maortty of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 2" 0 to 5" 0 to 11" 

atmurn depth 
of penetration 3" 9" 24" 

Aversge lateral 
spread l" 9" 15" 

*Vleight of three air-dry plants. 

Welbourne clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

26 days 116 days 180 days 

.003 .010 .257 

.009 .034 .126 

Oto2" OtoS" Oto6" 

4" 10" 27" 

1.." 10" 12" 

LJ 

(A 
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Supplemental Information 
on 

Orchard Grass (Dactylis glomerata) 

.1!. Foliage Leaf 

Primary root system predominates. The primary 

roots exhibited a tendency to penetrate vertically; 

those grown on Olympic, Dayton, and iVelbourne soils 

penetrating considerably deeper than those on the 

Willamette soil. A gret deil of variation existed in 

the amount of root branching among plants grovn on 

different soils; those grown on Olympic, Melbourne, 

and Dayton showed greatest amount. oots found in these 

soils were also much finer than those found in the 

Willamette soil. 

Although there was little secondary root develop- 

ment, those grown on Olympic and Dayton soils showed 

the greatest amount. All plants showed about the same 

amount of top growth. 

5th Follage Leaf 

The difference in age of plants at this stage of 

leaf growth indicates a wide variation in rapidity of 

foliage development on these soils. There appeared 

to be two or three tirres the root growth in Olympic, 

Dayton, and I.elbourne as in Willamette soil; indicating 
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little relationship between unount of top growth and 

root growth at this stage of leaf development. 

The primary roots accounted for approximately 

5O7 of total root system on all soils. The primary roots 

were finer than the secondery and were profusely branched. 

On Dayton and Olympic soils the penetration of some 

primary roots seem3d to be restricted, resulting in an 

increased amount of branching. 

The secondary roots exhibited a marked tendency 

to spread horizontally in Dayton, Olympic and }elbourne 

soils, while the tendency in Willamette soil was to 

penetrate in more of a vertical directIon. There was 

considerable branching on secondary roots in Dayton, 

Olympic and Melbourne soIls, but none in illamette soil. 

45 Days after 5th Foliage Leaf--Willamette soil 

The primary roots accounted for epproximately 5O 

of the total root system. 

The secondary roots were still not as profusely 

branched as in Melbourne, Dayton, and Olympic soils 

at time of second observation. 

Q Days 

vrIllamette soil. 

The primary root still remained the main penetratirg 



portion of the root system. The main primary root 

on all plants was densely branched to a depth of 9 inches. 

From 9 to 20 inches branching was less dense, snd from 

20 to 36 inches very dense and vigorous. 

secondary roots accounted for approximately 7b of 

total root system. Brenching was quite dense to a depth 

of 9 inches. The branch roots were fine and hair-like. 

Dayton soil. 

There was no distinction between the priniary and 

secondsry roots. 

The main roots exhibited a marked tendency to 

penetrste in a horizontal direction. The bulk of the 

roots was present in the surface inches of soil. 

Penetration appeared to be restricted at a depth of 15 

inches. There was a greater development of branch roots 

than in any of the other soils. This was probsbly due 

to the restricted penetration. 

Olympic soil. 

The main primary root on all plants was densely 

branched to a depth of 12 inches. i3elow this depth there 

was very little branching. The primary roots penetrated 

to depth of 24 to 30 inches. 
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The secondary roots accounted for approximately 

5Ou of the total root ystem. kranching was fairly 

dense to a depth of 6 inches. 

Melbourne soil. 

The primary root on all plants was the main pene- 

trsting portion of the root system. There was very little 

branching of the primary root to a depth of 8 inches; 

belo that depth there was slight branching. 

The secondry roots were confined to the surface 

6 inches. There was much less branching than on roots 

grown in the other soils. These roots showed evidence 

of restricted development. 



Timothy- (Phieum pratense) 

Previous investigations: Beckwith (2) studied the 

root development of timothy at Geneva, New York. He 

found fine fibrous roots occupying the soil to a depth 

of 15 inches and several were traced to a depth of 34 

inches. The laterals were traced horizontally a distnce 

of 12 inches. 

Eeckwith (2) reports that Atwater, working in iisine 

traced roots to a depth of two feet four inches. The 

depth of the surfece soil being one foot five inches 

deep. 

Pictures showing the results of investigation by 

King indicate that the major portions of the roots of 

timothi are in the surface foot of soil with some ex- 

tending to a depth of three end one half feet. 

A report of investigations made in Utah (40) of 

the root development in the surface toot of soil indicates 

that the greatest root development is in the top four 

inches. 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Plate X 

T IIVOTRY 

Root Developrient at First Foliage Leaf Stage 

Wtllsrnette* Dayton Olympic* Welbourn& 

22 days 29 days 33 days 35 days 

Scale in inches. 
*Indicates soll type on which plant was grown. 

Number of öayS indicates age of plant at time observation was made. 



Plate XI 

TThIOTHY 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Vi11amette* 

54 days 

D ay t on* 

106 days 

*Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
umber of days iidicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XII 

T IIO THY 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Olympic 

127 dxys 

?1e1b ourne* 

112 days 

*Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of p'ants at time observation was made, 



Plate XIII 
TI1OT}Y 

Root Development 45 Days After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate XIV 

TIMOTHY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Willainette clay 



Plate XV 
T IOTHY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



Plate XVI 

T IMOTIIY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Olympic clay 



Plate XVII 

TIIV!OTHY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



TABLE III 
ROOT DEVELOPIENT OF TIIIOTflY 

on 

t11arnette Dayton stity y loam 

ist 5th 45 days 1st 5th 
foliage foliage after 5th 180 days foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf' leaf fol._leaf leaf leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 22 days 54 days 99 days 180 days 29 days 106 dsys 180 days 

Veight of tops 
in grams .002 .045 .084 .934 .003 .036 .8Q 

eigh.t of roots 
in grams * .003 .033 .099 1.158 .003 .033 .265 

Depth at which 
majority of feer roots 
are located O to 1" 0 to 4" 0 to 10" 0 to 13" 

Waxium depth 
of penetration 2k" 4" 15" 33" 

kverage lateral 
spread " 6" 10" 20" 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 

o to 1," O to 5" 0 to 9" 

2k" 9" 16" 

ij" 8" 12" 

(O 



TABLE IV 

ROOT DEVELOPJIENT OF TIM0TI 

on 

Olympic c1y 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

Age at time of' 
observation 33 days 127 days 180 days 

etg'nt of tops 
in grams * .003 .020 .332 

7eight of roots 
in grams .004 .025 .342 

Depth at vrhich 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are ]ocated O to 2" 0 to 5" 0 to li" 

Iraximum depth 
of penetration 3" 5" 24" 

Average lateral 
spread 4" 7" 18" 

Tfeight of three air-dry plants. 

Ivielbourne c1 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

35 days 112 days 180 days 

.002 .015 .630 

.0035 .0.0 .325 

Otol" Oto4" Oto7" 

3" 8 14" 

1" 13u 
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Supplemental Information 
on 

Timothy (Phieum pratense) 

ist Foliage Leal 

Primary roots at this stage represented about 

50% of the total root system and were extremely fine. 

Very line secondary roots i to 2 inches long were 

developing; greatest development being on Olympic and 

Dsyton soils. 

5th Foliage Leal 

The primary roots constituted s minor portion of 

the total root system. 

The secondary roots on Willamette soil showed a 

tendency to penetrate in a vertical direction while 

those on Dayton, Olympic and Melbourne soils had a 

greater tendency toward lateral spread. The secondary 

roots on Willainette soil were thinly branched while on 

the other soils they were quite dense. rihe branch roots 

are extremely fine and hsir.-like. 

. 

Days After 5th Foliage Leaf--Willamette Soil 

Eight to ten densely branched roots penetrate from 

t inches to 1 foot. The branch roots of timothy are 

finer than on any of the grssses studied, with the 
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ossIb1e exception of bulbous blue grass. 

J&2 Days 

Willamette soil. 

Msny densely branched fibrous roots penetrated 

to a depth of 25 to O inches. branching was most 

dense in the surface 8 inches. These branch roots were 

very fine, and varied in length from 1/2 inch to 4 inches. 

Dayton soil. 

The surface roots exhibited a marked tendency to 

penetrate in a horizontal direction inimediately beneath 

the soll surface. The greatest root development was in 

the surface 8 inches of soil; only a few unbranched 

roots penetrated below this depth. The branch roots 

vary from 1 inch to 4 inches in length and have many 

short laterals. These roots are very line. 

Olympic soil. 

Main roots were not as densely branched as in the 

Wilismette and Dayton soils. There was distinctly less 

brsnching in the surface " inches of soil than between 

6 inches and 12 inches. Few thinly branched roots pene- 

trated deeper than 12 inches. There was more of s tendency 

to penetrate in a vertical direötton than in Other soils, 
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Melbourne soils. 

The bulk of roots was present in the surface 8 inches 

of soil. There was a greater number of branch roots 

than in Olmipic soil, but less than in Dayton and 

Willamette soils. ew thinly branched roots penetrated 

deeper than 8 inches. 

Tall Oat (Arrhenatherum elatius) 

Previous investigations: Observations made of 

tall oat grass at Geneva, New York, showed that fine 

fibrous roots filled the soil to a depth of 12 inches, 

many reaching a depth of 21 inches, a few were traced 

to a depth of 3 feet. Horizontal roots extended 9 

inches from the plant. 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Plate XVIII 

TALL OAT 

Toot Development at First Foliage Leaf Stage 

rrjllamette* Dayton* Olympic Nelbourne* 

24 days 26 days 29 days 31 days 

Sctle tri inches. 
Ind1.cates soil type on which plants were grown. 
TTumber of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XIX 
TALL OAT 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Vt11amette4 

45 days 

D ay to n 

67 days 

*Indicates soil types on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Root Development at 

O1ympic4 

Plate XX 
TALL OAT 
Fifth Foltige 

113 days 

Leaf Stage 

I' eib ourne* 

112 days 

*Indlcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
TTumber of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XXI 

TALL OAT 

Root Development 45 Days After 1ifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 

7tllamette clay 



Plate XXII 

TALL OAT 

Root Development at 130 Days 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate XXIII 

TALL OAT 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



Plate XXIV 

TALL OAT 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Olympic clay 



Plate XXV 

TALL OAT 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



TABLE V 

ROUT DEVELOHENT OF TALL OAT GRASS 

on 

Utilamette c1ar 

ist 5th 45 days 
foliage foliage after 5th 180 days 
leaf' leaf foi. leaf 

Age at time of 
observatton 24 days 45 diys 90 dìys iBO days 

"eight of tops 
1n grams .008 .039 

Tetght of roots 
tn grams * .021 .022 

Depth at which 
majority of 

Dayton si1t clay loam 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

26 days 67 days 180 days 

.250 3.755 .008 .048 2.988 

.170 2.170 .018 .0h2 1.401 

feAr roots 
re1ocated Q to 1" O to 4" Q to 10" 0 to 10" o to 2" 0 to 5" 0 to 13 

laxtmum d epth 
of penetration 3" g" 17" 38" 3' 8" 30" 

Average lateral 
spread li' 10" 20" 1-" 1711 20" 

*eight of three air-dry plants. 



TABLE VI 

ROCT DEVELOPMENT OF TALL OAT GRASS 

on 

Olympic clay Melbourne c1 

1$t 5th 1st 5th 
fo1iae foliage 180 days foliage foliage 1BO days 

leaf' leaf ________ leaf leaf ________ 

ge at time of 
observation 29 days 113 days 180 days 31 days 112 days 180 days 

'?eight of tops 
in grams * .006 .025 3.447 .006 .038 2.605 

etght cl' roots 
t1i grams * .02]. .033 .717 .021 .038 .934 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 2" 0 to 2" 0 to 12" 

?aximum depth 
of penetration 3" 6" 24" 

Average lateral 
spread 1" 7" 17" 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 

o to 3" 0 to 7" 0 to 14 

8" 10" 40" 

6?? 20" 

(-n 
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Supplemental Information 
on 

Tali Oat (Arrhenstherum elatius) 

i! Foliage Leaf 

Primary roots predominated. All exhibited a tenden- 

cy to penetrate vertically. Those grown on Willamette 

soil had penetrated from 2 to 3 inches; on Dayton soil, 

3 to 4 inches; on Olympic soil, 3 inches; and on Mel- 

bourne soil, 
6 

to 7 inches. Branch roots varied in 

length from 3/4 inch on Willamette soil to from 2 to 3 

inches on Ielbourne soil. 

Seconth&ry roots had developed on all plants; prin- 

cipally on Melbourne soil. A very marked tendency was 

displayed by all plants to develop secondary roots im- 

mediately below the surface of' the soil regardless of 

the depth seed was planted. 

Plants grori on Willamette and Dayton soil had 

twice as vigorous a top growth as those grown on Olympic 

and Melbourne soils. These plants indicated little 

relationship between the amount of top growth and root 

growth at this stage. 

5th Foliage Leaf 

At this stage of leaf development there was spprox- 

imately twice the amount of root growth on Melbourne, 
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Dayton, and Olympic soils as on Willarnette soil, although 

the plants grown on Willmette soil exhibited the most 

vigorous top growth. 11TTis aim illustrated little 

relationship between total amount of top growth nd root 

development. 

Primary roots accounted for approximately 50% of 

the total root system on Dayton and Olympic soils, and 

80 to 90% on V'illsmette and Melbourne soils. Penetration 

of primary roots in Dayton and Olympic soils appeared 

restricted at a depth of 4 to 5 inches, resulting in 

increased branch root development. On Willamette and 

Melbourne soils the primary roots penetrated from 9 to 

12 inches and exhibited much less branching. 

There appeared to be 2 to ö times the secondary root 

development In Dayton and Olympic as in Willamette and 

Melbourne soils. This was in all probability due to the 

restricted penetration of primary roots. These second- 

cry roots on Dayton and Olympic soils also exhibited 

considerable branching while those on Willamette and 

Melbourne soils did not. 

45 Days After 5th Foliagp Leaf--Willamette soil 

The primary roots accounted for 30 to 5O of the 

total root system and still had the deepest penetration 

of the root -ystem. The main primary root vas quite 
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densely branched to a depth of 9 inches. Some plants 

showed indicetions that the primary root at a depth of 

16 inches had come in contset with some obstruction vihich 

limited penetration of the main root, but which resulted 

in increased development of branch roots. 

Isin secondary roots hsd penetrated to a depth of 

9 to 16 inches. Some exhibited considerable branching. 

180 Days 

Willgmette soil. 

The primry rcots remained the deepest penetrating 

portion of the root sjstem. All plsnts examined, dis- 

played at a depth of approximately 18 inches, the tendency 

to develop a rather dense mass of roots. 

Secondary roots formed rather a dense mass in the 

surface foot of soil. 

much coarser and less 

grasses. This made it 

of tall oat grass than 

was a distinct lack of 

12 and 18 inches. 

The branch roots of tall ot were 

ìumerous than on some of the other 

easier to wash soil from the roots 

from sorne other grasses. There 

branch root development between 

All roots at this stage had a characteristic tan 

0 
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Dayton soll. 

The bulk of roots as confined to the surface 15 

inches. A few thinly branched roots penetrsted below 

15 inches to a depth of 30 inches. This grass had a 

greater amount of root development below 15 inches than 

dia any of the other grasses studied. The roots below 

ThtI showed indication of having difficulty penetrating. 

The branch roots varied from 1/2 inch to 4 inches in 

length, and were coarse in eomçarison to the roots of 

other grasses. 

Olympic soil. 

The main roots v.ere medium densely branched in the 

surface foot. These branch roots were 1 inch to 6 inches 

long and quite coarse. The roots penetrating below 12 

inches were sparsely branched. 

Melbourne soil. 

The bulk of roots was present in the surface foot 

of soil and between 20 inches to 35 inches. There was 

noticeably less branching in the surface 6 inches than 

between t inches and 12 inches; and practically none be- 

tween 12 inches and 20 inches. The branch roots were 

2 to 10 inches long and had many short laterals. 
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fleed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea) 

Previous investigations: At Geneve, New York 

(2) , fine fibrous roots lilled the soil to a depth of 

15 inches; many reaching to the depth of 25 inches. A 

few were traced to a depth of 33 inches. Laterals 

extended about lb inches from tthe plants. A thickened 

underground stem was found just beneath the surface. 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Elate XXVI 

REED CANARY 

Root Development at First Foliage Leaf Stage 

.7 

31 days 38 days 46 days 42 days 

Scale tn inches. 
*Indtcates soil type on which plaats were grown. 

Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XXVII 

REED CI\.NARY 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Willamette* 

88 d'ys 

D ay t 

144 days 

*Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Turnber of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made, 



Plate XXVIII 
REED CANARY 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

141 days 136 days 

Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XXIX 
REED CANARY 

Root Development 45 Days After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate XXX 

REED C ANAY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate XXXI 

RE CANARY 

Root Development at leo Days 
on 

Dayton silty clay loam 



Plate XXXII 

REED C ANARY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Olympic clay 



Plate XXXIII 

REID CANARY 

Root Development at 180 Days 
ori 

Melbourne clay 



TAbLE VII 

ROOT DEVELOPMENT OF RF CA1 GRASS 

on 

\t11arnette clay Dayton s1)t clay loam 

ist 5th 45 days 13t 5th 
foliage foltage after 5th 180 days foliage foliage 180 nays 
1eEf leaf fol. leaf leaf leaf ________ 

kge at time of 
observatton 31 days 88 days 133 days 160 days 38 days 144 days 180 days 

1eight of' tops 
in grams * .006 .103 .104 .387 .005 .051 .156 

eight of' roots 
in grams * .009 .078 .118 .757 .008 .105 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to JA" O to 6" 0 to 9" 0 to 36" 0 to l" O to S" O M 9" 

:aximum depth 
of penetration 3" 9" 18" 42" 3" i:" 21" 

average ltera1 
spread i" 6" 10" 19" 1" 10" 12" 

*Weight of three air-dry placits. 
c-fl 

-J 



TALLE VIII 

ROOT DEVELOPIIENT OF REED CANARY GRASS 

on 

Olympic clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 46 days 141 days 180 days 

7eight of tops 
in grams .005 .030 .275 

Weight of roots 
in grams .010 .058 .261 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 1" 0 to 4" 0 to 21" 

aximum depth 
of penetration 4" 8" 27" 

Average lateral 
spread 1" 6" 17" 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 

ie1hourne clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

42 days 136 dys 180 days 

.005 .023 .282 

.009 .038 .242 

O to 1" 0 to 7" 0 to 24" 

3" 12" 24" 

1*" 8" 16" 

(fl 
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Supplemental Information 
on 

Reed Canary Grass (Phalsris arundina.cea) 

Foliage Leaf 

The primary root system predominated. The main 

primary roots exhibited a very definite tendency to 

penetrate vertically downward and were rather sparsely 

branched. 

Each plant had two or three unbranched seconthry 

roots varying in length from approximately 1 inch in 

Willamette to 2 inches in Dayton and Olympic and 2 to 

in í'ielbourne, 

Little aiffer-'nce in top growth was observed. 

Roots of seedling plants were easily distinguish- 

able by a charEicteristic pink color. 

5th Foliage Leaf 

The primary roots accounted for approximately 

7b of total root system in Willamette, 5O in Velbourne, 

and 3O in Olympic and Dayton soils. In Willamette 

and Melbourne soiÏs, the main primary root penetrated 

straight down and remained rather thinly branched; in 

Olympic and Dayton soils the penetration of the main 

primary root had been restricted at a depth of 4 inches 

resulting in increased branching and secondary root 
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development. 

Tvo to four secondary roots, 6 to 12 inches long 

were developed on all plants. Those in Melbourne and 

Willamette soils were very Elightly branched while in 

Olympic and Dayton soils, esecially the latter, 

branching was quite profuse. 

The main seconthry roots were ouite succulent. 

The root tiìs and new roots maintained the characteristic 

pink coloring. 

45 Days rfter 5th Foliage Leaf--Willamette soil 

The primary roots had penetrated to a depth of 

approximately 14 inches. Branch roots, 2 to 4 inches 

long were thinly distributed along main primary root. 

Four to six secondary roots were round on each 

plant. These roots penetrated from 6 inches to a foot; 

half of these were sparsely branched, the others un- 

branched. 

180 Days 

What appeared to be the priary roots constituted 

approximately 752c' of the total root system. 

A number of thinly branched secondary roots had 

penetrated from 6 inches to 24 inches. Rather coarse 

branch roots were evenly distributed to a depth of 18 
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inches. At this stage all plants exhibited a marked 

increase in branch root development, which continued 

to a depth of 34 inches. 

Dayton soil. 

There had been no development of primary roots 

since the previous observation. 

The majority of secondary roots were present in the 

surface 9 inches. A few unbranched roots penetrated to 

a depth of 2 feet. The branch roots vsried from 1/2 

inch to 3 inches In length. Some had short laterals. 

Olympic soil. 

There was very little development of primary roots. 

A few thinly branched secondary roots penetrated 

to a depth of 30 inches. branch roots were evenly 

distributed tO a depth of 20 inches. 

Melbourne soil. 

Root development was very similar to thst in Olympic. 

However, there was somewhat less branching, especially 

in the surface 8 inches. 
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English ft Grass (Lolium perenne) 

Previous investigations: 

investigations was found. 

No report of previous 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Plate XXXIV 

ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development at First Foliage Leaf Stage 

Dayton* Olympic* Melbourne* 

24 days 26 days 28 days 35 days 

Scale in inches. 
Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XXXV 

ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

tllaînette* 

46 days 

D ay t on 

67 days 

*Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days Indicates age of plants at time observation was made, 



Plate XXXVI 

ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

0lympic' 

113 days 

M elb ourne 

106 days 

*Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XXXVII 

ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development 45 Days After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate XXXVIII 
ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Willamette clay 



Plate XXXIX 

ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Dayton silty clay loam 
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Plate XLI 

ENGLISH RYE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

ie1bourne clay 



TABLE IX 

ROOT DEVELOPIIETT OF ENG LI 8H LYE GRASS 

on. 

'tl1ar'ette clay 

ist 5th 45 days 
foliage foltage after 5th 180 days 
leaf leaf fol, leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 24 days 46 days 91 dars 180 dys 

Teight of tops 
in grams * .008 .058 

etght of roots 
in grams .016 .064 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 2" 0 to 4" 0 to 8" 

lVaxtmurn depth 
of penetration 3" 6" 15" 

average lateral 
spread 1" 4" 8" 

.258 1.794 

.238 1.670 

*Wetght of three air-dry piìnts. 

Dayton si1ty clay loam 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

26 days 67 days 180 days 

.008 .042 2.668 

.015 .039 1.23 

o to 18" 0 to 2" 0 to 4" 0 to 10" 

30" 2?" 10" 25" 

20" i3" 5" 21" 



TABLE X 

ROOT DFELOPMENT OF EiTGLISH EYE GR&SS 

on 

Olympic clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 28 days 113 days 180 days 

eight of tops 
in grams * .005 .039 1.189 

etght of roots 
in grams .011 .052 .762 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 2" 0 to 4" 0 to 9" 

Maximum depth of 
penetration 2" 8" 27" 

verage lateral 
spread 2" 6" 17" 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 

Melbourne 

1st 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

35 days 106 days 180 days 

.005 .018 1.083 

.014 .030 .482 

o to li" O to 4" 0 to l2t 

4-V' 6" 34" 

1V' 5" 19" 
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Supolemental Information 
on 

En1ish Rye Grass (Loliuìn ierenne) 

ist Foliag Leaf 

The primary roots predominated, penetrating from 

2 to 3 inches in Nil1amette, Dayton, and Olympic soils 

and 5 to inches in ielbourne soil. Little difference 

was shown in degree of branching. 

Two to three unbranched secondary roots from i to 

2 inches long had developed on all plants. 

Top growth was more vigorous on illamette than 

on any of the other three soils. 

5th FolIage Leaf 

The orimary roots accounted for approximately ÖO% 

of the total root system In all soils. The primary 

roots vere somewhat finer than the secondari roots. The 

penetration of the main primary root in Olympic soil 

seemed to have been restricted resulting in increased 

branching and secondary root development. 

Plants grown in Olympic soil showed greatest amount 

of secondary roots. The main secondary roots in Olympic 

soil had many branch roots, while in the other three 

soils branching was slight. 



45 Days After 5th FolIage Leaf--Willernette soil 

The primry roots ccounted for 20 to 30% of the 

total root system and were much liner and thickly 

branched than the secondary roots. The primary roots 

penetrated to a depth of approximately 6 inches. 

Ten to twelve secondary roots, 6 to 12 inches 

long had developed about half of which had branch roots 

1/2 to 1 1/2 inches long. 

Both top and root growth appeared to be ouite 

vigorous. 

i2 Days 

Willsmette soil. 

The main primary root on all plants had penetrated 

to a depth of approximately 36 inches. There were many 

fine branch roots in the surface B inches, öut very few 

below this depth. 

The majoritj of secondary roots were present in 

the surfce 8 inches. The main roots were quite dnnsely 

branched. A few thinly branched roots penetrated to a 

depth of 30 inches. 

Dayton soil. 

The primary roots were indistinguishable from the 
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secondary. 

The main roots were densely branched in the sur- 

fce 9 inches. Below this depth there was little 

branching. A considerable number of roots penetrated 

to a depth of 24 inches. 

Olympic soil. 

The main primary root on all plants extended to a 

depth of approximately 12 inches. It was densely branched. 

These branch roots were very fine. 

The secondary roots penetrated to a depth of 27 

inches. rIhey were more thinly branched than in t.he other 

soils. The greatest amount of branching vas in the 

surface 9 inches. 

Melbourne soil. 

Primary roots were not distinguishable. 

The majority of roots were present in the surface 

12 inches. The main roots were rather thn1y branched. 

The branch roots were i to 6 inches long ana had short 

laterals. There was llttle branching between 12 incbes 

and 28 inches. From 28 inches to M inches there was 
an increase in the amount of branching. 



Tall Fescue (Festuca elstior arundinacea) 

Previous investigations: The author ws urable to 

find any report of studies made of tall fescue. Since 

meadow fescue is a closely reisted species and is grown 

under somewhat similar conciitons the lollowing measure- 

ments obtained at Geneva, New York (2) , are of interest. 

The soil beneath meadow fescue plants as filled with 

fine fibrous roots to the depth of 12 inches, several 

were traced to a depth of 22 inches. Roots extended 

9 inches horizontally from lant. 

Gilbert and Towes report that meadow fescue has 

a subterranean stock, perennial, somewhat creeping, 

but rarely producing offsets. The root fibers penetrate 

deeper than do those of F. orvina (sheep fescue) , out 

are not so much branched. 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Plate XLII 

TALL FESCUE 

Root Development at Ftrst Foliage Leaf Stage 

OlymìDic* Ielbourne* 

2S days 2 days 64 days 64 dìyg 

Scale in inches. 
*Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XLIII 
TALL FESCIJE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

iT411ay1ette* 

60 days 

Dayton* 

117 days 

.Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XLIV 
TALL FESCUE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Olyrnpic* 

127 t3ays 

M elb ourne 

127 days 

*Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate XLV 
TALL FESCUE 

Root Development 45 ays After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 



Plate XLVI 

TALL FESCUE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

Willamette clay 



Flate XLVII 

TALL FESCUE 

Foot Development at lO Days 
on 

Dayton silty clay loam 



Plate XLVIII 

TALL FESCUE 

Root Developìnetlt at 3.80 Days 
on 



Plate XLIX 

TALL FESCUE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 

ielbourne clay 



TABLE XI 

ROOT DEVELOPMENT OF TALL FESCUE 

on 

V!illarnette clay 

ist 5th 45 days 
foliage foliage after 5th 180 days 
leaf leaf fol. leaf 

A'ge at time of 
observation 28 days 60 days 105 days 180 days 

7etght of tops 
in grams .010 .066 .161 1.438 

Weight of roots 
in grams * .019 .054 .140 1.388 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 2" 0 to 5" 0 to 8" 0 to 20" 

Maximum depth 
of penetration 3" 10" 10" 31" 

Average lateral 
spread 1" 6" 9" 20" 

*Wetght of three air-dry plants. 

Dayton silty clay loam 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 dys 
leaf leaf 

32 days 117 days 180 days 

.007 .051 .741 

.012 .046 .632 

Otol*" Oto5" Otol2" 

3" 6" 24" 

5" 19" 

O) 
c1 



Age at time f 
observation 

'eight of tops 
in grams * 

rrej.ht of roots 
in grams 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 2" 

Waximum depth 
of penetration 3H 

average lateral 
spread 2" 

*etght of three air-dry plants. 

TELE XII 

ROOT DEVEL0FL:ENT OF TALL FESCUE 

on 

Olympic clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf ________ 

64 days 127 days 180 days 

.005 .028 .392 

.018 .032 .186 

o to 8" 

13" 

o to 7" 

21" 

16" 

Ne1boirne c1r 
ist 5th 

foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

V 

64 days 127 days 180 dys 

.006 .035 .777 

.017 .036 .604 

o to 2" 0 to 7" 0 to 8" 

5?? 9?! 

2" 7t 1°" 
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Supplemental Ïn1ormation 
on 

Tall Fescue (Festuca elatlor ari,niinacea) 

Foliage Lesf 

The primr root system predominated, penetrìting 

to e depth of 3 inches in .Tillamette, Dayton, and 

Olympic and 5 to 6 inches in Melbourne soil. The 

plsnts grown on Olympic soil had the most extensive 

branching followed oy those on Wi11metle and Dayton 

soils. Those grown on Melbourne soil had the least. 

The most extensive secondary root development was 

found on the plants grown in Olympic and Dayton soils. 

Top growth on Willamette soil appears mere vigorous 

than on the other three soils. 

5th Foliage Leaf 

The primary roots appeared to continue developing 

to a. preter extent than on other grasses. They 

accounted for 5O of the total root system in Dayton 

and 75 to 8O in the other soils. The main primary 

roots had penetrated to a depth of 9 inches in illamette 

and Melbourne soils and approximately 12 inches in 

Olympic. In Dayton soil penetration seemea to have 

been restricted at about 5 inches resulting in increased 

branching and secondary root development. branches on 



main trimary roôt varied f'om 2 to 3 inches in Olympic 

and Dayton soils to 1/2 to 1 1/2 inches in Wiliamette 

and Melbourne soils. 

Two to four secondary roots had developed on each 

plant. These penetrated to a depth of 3 to 6 inches. 

The main secondary roots In Dayton had numerous branches, 

while in Willamette, Olympic, and Ivielbourne soils there 

were very few. 

45 Days After 5th Foliage Leaf--Wiliamette soil 

Six to eight rather coarse roots penetrated to a 

depth of 9 Inches. Main roots were rather sparsely 

branched. The branch roots were i to 1 1/2 inches 

long and somewhat coarse. 

Primary roots constituted the deeper penetrating 

ortion of the root system. 

2 Days 

Willamette soil. 

The main primary root continued to be the deeper 

penetrating portion of the root system ana. had reached 

a depth of 36 inches. 

ight to twelve rather heavily brancheci secondary 

roots had penetrated to a depth of 12 to 18 Inches. 
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branching 'as most dense in the surface Loot of soil. 

The roots of tall fescue were coarser than those of most 

other grasses. 

Dayton soil. 

Primary roots were not distinguishable. 

Main roots were quite densely branched in the 

surfsce Loot of soil. The branch roots were varied from 

1 inch to 4 inches in length and rsther coarse. A few 

roots extended to a depth of 18 inches to 24 inches. 

below 12 inches the branch roots were thinly distributed. 

Olympic soil. 

There was much less root development than in Dayton 

and Wilismette soils. The primary roots extended to a 

depth of aporoximately 1 foot snd were rather thinly 

branched. 

Approximately six secondary roots were present 

on each plant. Only a few of these penetrated deeper 

than 6 inches. ßrnch roots were thinly distributed. 

Melbourne soil. 

A majority of the roots were present in the surface 

6 inches. To this depth the main roots were densely 

branched. The few roots that penetrated deeper than 6 

inches were thinly branched. Iviaximum depth of penetration 

was 30 inches. 



Bulbous Blue Grass 

Previous investigations: 

investigations was found. 

(Poa bulbosa) 

No report of previous 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Plate L 

IEULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development at First Foliage Leaf Stage 

- - 

28 days 32 days 35 days 71 days 

Sc1e tn inches. 
.Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made, 



Plate LI 
BULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

il1amette* 

101 days 

D ay t on 

109 days 

*Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number cf days indicates age of plants at time observation ws rade. 



Plate LII 
BULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Olympic 

113 days 

: elbourne* 

102 days 

*Indjcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates ag of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate LIII 
BULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development 45 Days After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 

Vi11amette clay 



Plate LIV 

BULBOUS BUJE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



Plate LV 

BULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



Plate LVI 

BULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development at leo Days 
on 



Plate LVII 

BULBOUS BLUE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
ori 

ifelbourne clay 



TABLE XIII 

ROOT DEVELOPL'ENT OF BULBOUS ELIJE 

Qn 

Willainette c1a Dayton silty clay loam 

ist 5th 45 days ist 5th 
foliage foliage after 5th 180 days foliage foliage 180 days 

leaf leaf foi. leaf ________ leaf leaf ________ 

Age at time of 
observation 28 days 101 days 146 days 180 days 32 days 109 thìys 180 dcys 

Weight of tops 
in grams * .002 .012 --- 2.286 .001 .010 .296 

Weight of roots 
in grams * .005 .010 .148 1.105 .004 .010 .053 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
aroloòated Otol" Oto3" Oto].0" Otol2" Otol" Oto3" Oto4" 

IVIaimum depth 
of penetration li" 5k" 15" 28" 2f" 5" 7" 

Average lateral 
spread P 411 ])tl 19 1.,, 

31? 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 



i'ic 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 
leaf leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 35 days 113 days 

Weight of tops 
in grams * .002 .009 

Weight of r9ots 
in grams ' .005 .009 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to i? 

aximum depth of 
penetration 3" 

Average lateral 
spread 1*" 

*Weight of three air-dry plants. 

O to 3" 

4,? 

4,, 

TABLE XIV 

ROOT DEVELOPMENT 0F BULBOUS BLUE 

on 

Melbourne clay 

ist 5th 
180 days foliage foliage 180 days 
________ leaf leaf 

180 days 31 days 102 days 180 days 

.218 .0015 .009 .774 

.102 .003 .010 .118 

O to 4" 0 to 2" 0 to 4" 0 to 6" 

12" 3" 6" 12" 

oft 
Ç) 

11,1? Al" 

o 
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Supplemental Information 
on 

Bulbous Blue Grass (Poa bulbosa) 

1st oliage Lesf 

Primary roots comprised practically all of the 

root system. The main primary roots of all plants, 

except those grown in Dyton soll were thickly branched 

with very fine roots. 

Very little secondary root development hsd taken 

plsce at this stage. 

Folige Leaf 

The primary roots comprised approximately 50% 

of the total root system. In Willamette and Melbourne 

soils the main primary roots penetrated in a vertical 

direction to a depth of ti to 8 inches. In Dayton and 

Olympic soils penetration of the main primary roots 

Was restricted at approximately inches resulting in 

incre-sed branching. 

Three to six secondary roots had developed on 

all plants. These were thickly branched with very 

fine thread-like roots. 

- 
Days fter 5th Foliage Leaf--Willamette Soil 

Primary roots were indistinguishable from second- 
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ary roots. Twenty to twenty-five densely branched 

roots penetrated to a depth of 12 inches. 

1Q Days 

Willamette soll. 

The surface loot of soil was completely filled 

with densely branched, very fine thread-like roots 

which served to hold the soil against washing. A few 

thinly branched roots penetrated to a depth of 27 to 

30 inches. 

Dayton soil. 

A very thin stand of plants remained. 

Many densely branched roots penetrated to a depth 

of 6 inches. The branch roots were short and very fine. 

Four to five bulbs had developed at the crown of 

each plant. The weight of these bulbs was included 

with the weight of the tops In Table XIII, page 69 

Olympic soil. 

A thin stand oÍ plants remained. 

Many densely branched roots penetrated to a depth 

of 
6 

inches. Below 
1 

inches a few rather thinly 

branched roots penetrated to a depth of 9 to 12 inches. 

Four to five bulbs had formed at the crown of each 

plant. 
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Ielbourne soil. 

A dense mass of very fine roots was present in 

the surface 
6 

inches of soil. A few thinly branched 

roots penetrated to 12 inches. The branch roots were 

short and very fine. 

Chewing Fescue (Festuca rubra commutata) 

Previous investigations: No report of previous 

investigations was found. 

Present investigations: Refer to following pages. 



Plate LVIII 

CHEWING FESCUE 

Hoot Development at First Foliage Leaf Stage 

Wtllsmette* Dayton* Olympic* Melbourne* 

27 days 37 days 38 days 38 days 

Scale in inches. 
*Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate LIX 

CHING FESCUE 

Foot Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Wil lamette4 

45 days 

D ay t on* 

82 dys 

*Indicates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate LX 

CHE1ILTG FESCUE 

Root Development at Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 

Olymp i c 

116 days 

Meib ourne" 

109 days 

*Indtcates soil type on which plants were grown. 
Number of days indicates age of plants at time observation was made. 



Plate LXI 

CHF?!ING FESCUE 

Root Development 45 Days After Fifth Foliage Leaf Stage 
on 
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Plate r_XIII 

CHITG FESCUE 

hoot Development at 180 Days 
on 

Dayton silty clay loam 



Plate LXIV 

CHEWING FESCUE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



Plate LXV 

CHEWING FESCUE 

Root Development at 180 Days 
on 



TAbLE XV 

ROUT DEVELOHvENT OF CHFING FESCUE 

on 

y_ti1__tt_ Silty clay loam 

1st 5th 45 days ist 5th 
foliage foliage after 5th 180 days foliage foltage 180 days 
leaf leaf fol. leaf leaf leaf 

Age at time of 
observation 2? days 45 days 90 dRys 180 days 37 dys 82 days 180 days 

Vetght of tops 
in grams .003 .012 .096 .107 .003 .010 .390 

Weight of roots 
in grams * .006 .011 .090 .359 .005 .009 .389 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to ï" O to 2*" 0 to 31ff 

O to 9" 0 to 2" 0 to 3" 0 to 7" 

Maximum depth 
of penetration 2" 3-" 7" 24" 2-" 3*" 13" 

Average lateral 
spread 1" 2" 5" 18" 1*" 3" 13" 

*Wetght of three air-dry plants. 



TABLE XVI 

ROOT DEVELOIiEENT OF CHEWING FESCUE 

on 

Olympic clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

Age t time of 
obs3rvatton 38 days 116 days 180 days 

eight of tops 
in grams * .001 .013 .442 

Vreight of roots 
in grams * .0045 .016 .315 

Depth at which 
majority of 
feeder roots 
are located O to 1" 0 to 5" 0 to 10" 

Laximum depth 
of penetration 2" 6" 28" 

Average lateral 
spread 1" 5" 18" 

*Wetght of three air-dry plants. 

1helhourne clay 

ist 5th 
foliage foliage 180 days 
leaf leaf 

38 days 109 days 180 days 

.001 .015 .378 

.004 .019 .453 

o to 1" 0 to 4" 0 to 6" 

3" 4*" 15" 

3" 

-Z1 

c-n 
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Supplemental Information 
on 

Chewing Fescue (Festuca rubra commutata) 

Foliage Leaf 

Primary roots predominated and all plants exhibited 

a tendency to go vertically downward with varying de- 

grees of branching. A greater amount of branching 

occured. on roots grown in Olimpic and Dayton soils. 

In Melbourne soil the primary roots penetrated much 

deeper, but exhibited less branching. 

To or three secondary roots, 1/2 to 2 inches 

long, had developed on each plant; however, there was 

a greater secondary root development on those plants 

grown in Olympic and Dayton soils. Secondary roots 

developed immediately beneath the surface regardless 

of depth of planting. 

Top growth was about the same for those plants 

grown on Willamette and Dayton soils, and two times 

as large as on Melbourne and Olympic soils. 

5th Foliage Leaf 

At this stage of leaf development there was 

approximately three times the total root development 

in Olympic and Melbourne soils as in Willamette and 

Dayton soils. 
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The primary roots nccounted for approximately 

5O of the total root system in Dyton and 7b to SO 

in Willmette, Olmipic nd Melbourne soils. Prirry 

root development seemed to be restricted in Dayton 

soil and secondary roots were stimulated. The length 

of primary roots varied from 3 to 4 inches in Willamette 

and Dayton to an average of 6 inches in Olympic and 

Melbourne soils. There was a greater amount of 

branching in Melbourne and Olympic than on Dayton 

and Willamette soils. 

There was proportionately less secondary root 

development in Melbourne and \1illametre than in 

Dayton and Olympic soils. There was considerable 

branching of secondary roots in Dayton soil. 

45 Days After 5th Foliage Leaf--Willamette Soil 

Primary roots represented about 30 to 5O of 

the total. The roots appered cuite vigorous and 

were densely branched with very fine roots to a depth 

of 4 inthes. A few unbranched roots penetrated to 

8 inches. 

180 Days 

Willamette soil. 

Primary roots represented about 5% of the total 
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at this stage and were extremely fine in comparison to 

secondary roots. 

The mess of secondary roots was quite dense in 

the surf-ice 9 inches of soll. Two or three roots on 

each plant extended to a depth of 24 to 30 inches. 

Below 9 inches the branch roots viere fewer in number. 

Dayton soil. 

A dense mass of thickly branched roots filled the 

surface 8 inches of soll. Few roots penetrated deeper 

than 8 inches. J3ranch roots vere very fine and had a 

characteristic dark brown color. 

Olympic soil. 

Numerous densely branched roots penetrated to a 

depth of 9 inches. Two or three roots on each plant 

penetrated to 24 inches. There was less branch root 

development below 9 inches. The branch roots varied in 

length from 1 to 2 inches, were very line, end had a 

characteristic color. 

Nielbourne soll. 

The main roots were densely branched to a depth of 

C) inches. A few thinly branched roots penetrated to 12 

inches. The branch roots were dark brown and very fine. 

They showed indications of havincç difliculty penetrating. 
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PRESENTATION OF DATA (con't.) 

Relating to Physical and Chemical Properties 

of the soils on Which Root Observations Were Made 

Willarnette clay soil 

General Description: 

Willamette clay is one of the most extensive soils 

in the i1llamette Valley. It cons sts of maturely weathered 

old valley filling desposits, which have developed under 

conditions of good drainage. 

Grains and legumes are princival crops grown on this 

soil type. 

The Tillamette clay on which this study was made had 

been planted to grain, legumes and forage grasses during 

the past ten years. It 'has in a fair state of fertility. 

horizon Description: 

A1- - 

Depth--O to 
6 
inches. 

Color--rich brown. 

Structure--good; conaiderable non-capillar pore 

space, some as large es a lead pencil. Surface 

inch partially sealed off with colloidal 

material. 



A2- - 

- 

C- - 

Depth--6 to 13 inches. 

Color--1iht brown; no sudden change from A1 to A2 

horizon. 

Structure--good; slightly better than A1 horizon. 

Depth--13 to 2 inches. 

Color--lighter brown than A horizons. 

tructure--much more compact than A horizons, more 

crushing resistance. Fairly good non-capillary 

pore space. 

Aeration--slight mottling indicating some restriction 

of aeration. 

Depth--26 to 44 inches. 

Color- -lighter brown than B horizon. 

structure--gradual change from 
i to B2 horizon. 

Slightly less compact; less crushing resistance. 

Aeration--slightly more mottling than in B1 horizon. 

Depth--44 inches. 

Color-- light brown. 

Structure--fair. Some small non-capillary pore spaces. 

No cleavage. Cavities coated with colloidsi 

material. 

Aeration--more mottling than in B horizons. 



Supplemental Data 
on 

tllarnette clay 

1Organic - ____ _________ 
I I 

/.atter Phos. j Acidtty[ Mechanical Analysts 
I 

Structure 
I 1ay & fine 

HorizonJ rattng J_percent p.p.m.J H_ sand 
[ 
silt claylfine silt cia 

A1 

O to 6" 

A2 

to 13" 

B1 

3" to 26" 

XXXXXXX 3.2 

- 

195 

149 

15 

6.0 
I 10.0 I 46.0 I 44.01 63.9 

6.2 9.0 I 47.0 I 44.01 65.0 

62L° _ 46.0 J _ 41.0[ 
B2 

_ 47 
208 6.4 

X Indicates degree to which structure is developed. 

10.9 

139 

12.5 t 56.5 I 31.01 52.0 I 7.9 

13.0 I 58.0129.0151.0 I 8.9 

'-s 
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Dayton silty clay loam 

General Description: 

Dayton silty clay loam soll is one of the more 

extensive soil types developed from old valley-filling 

deposits. 

The topography is nearly level, and during he rainy 

season, water often stands on the surface for weeks at a 

time. Eoth the surface and subsoil drainage are very poor, 

the impervious subsoil ureventing the downward movement 

of water almost completely. 

The soil dries out aulckly after the close of the 

rainy season in the spring. 

The principal use of this soil type is for pasture 

purposes. Lowever, considerable acreages are planted to 

rye grass, hairy vetch, and oats for seed production 

purposes. 

ruhe area on hich grasses were grown for the purpose 

of making root observations had been cultivate for a 

number of years. Oats and rye grass were the principol 

crops grown. 

horizon Description: 

A1- - 

Depth--O to b inches. 



A2- 

B 2 
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Color--dead grey. 

Structure--poor, although insects, roots, nd org-tnic 

matter are helping to improve the structure. 

Surface is sealed off with dispersed colloids. 

Aeration-- slight mottling indicates restricted 

seration. 

Depth--5 to 17 inches. 

Color--dead grey, but lighter than A1 horizon. 

Structure--improvement over A1. Marked amount of 

non-capillary porosity. 

Aeration--considerable mottling due to subsoil 

holding up the water thus restricting aeration. 

Depth--l7 to 27 inches. 

Color--bluish grey. 

Structure--extremely poor; waxy stickiness (putty- 

like) . Cracks covered with colloidil material 

indicating accumuistion of fine material. 

Tendency to crack along vertical lines (columnar 

structure) 

Aeration--indications are that air is excluded 

practically entirely. 

Depth--27 to 37 inches. 



C- - 

Color--brownish grey with grey predominating. 

tructure--very compact, perceptible porosity. 

Tighter texture than horizon. Log iron 

accumulations present. 

Aeration--extreme mottling indicates poor aeration. 

Depth--27 inches. 

Color--brownish. 

5tructure--poor; more brittle breakage than B2 

horizon, meager non-capillary porosity. 

Aeration-- some mottling. 



X thdtcates degree to which 

structure is developed. 

Structure 
Horizon 

A1 

______ 

Otoö" X)XX 

A2 

to 17" XXXYX 

!to 2?" X 

B2 

r7fl to 3'?" XX 

C 

'zrtI 
f - - fl_J'J. 

Supplemental Data 
on 

Dayton silty clay loam 

Org anT J - 

Matter J Phos. Acidij i/!echanical Aysis 
T I I 

clay& fine 
percent I 

p.p.m. pH scinci silt c1a[fine silt clay 

4.15 I 11 

.61 I 5 

.41 I 6 

5.8 
I 

15 
I 

55.0 
I 30.01 52.0 1 

7.9 

6.2 63.2 24.81 53.8_-__I5 

6.0 I 10.5 I 36.5 I 53.01 67.0 127.9 

S.2 I 15.0 I 53.8 I 31.21 51.0 112.9 

!27 I 272 I 6.4 I 11.0153.21 35.61 53.0 Iï4.9 



Olympic cly soil 

General )escription: 

Olympic clay soil is one of the most extensive re- 

sidual soils in Western Oregon developed from igneous 

basaltic rock. his soil occurs throughout the hill 

and mountainous sections. Dr-inage is usually good. 

Erosion is a problem on the steeper slopes. 

&rains ana. fruits are the main cultivated croas 

grown on this soil type. 

the area of Olympic clay soil on which grasses were 

grown for purposes of making root observations had been 

cropped to grain for a number of years, but seeded to 

tall oat grass the previous year. 

Horizon Description: 

A1-- 

Depth--O to 8 inches. 

Color--dead brown. 

¿tructure--fairly open structure due to insects, 

roots, granulation and lack of cultivtion. 

Surface sealed off by a inch layer of dis- 

persed colloid, which forms practically a 

perfect seal against penetration of water 

except where cracking occurs. Cracks inch 

wide develop on drying. 



A2- - 

- 

B6-- 

C- - 
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Aeration--restricted exceut when cracking occurs. 

Depth--8 to O inches. 

Color--darker brown thsn A1 horizon. 

Structure--more open and frieble than A1 horizon. 

Aeration-- slight mottling indicates lack of aeration 

during periods of high moisture content. 

Deuth--20 to 2o inches. 

Color--light brown. 

Structure--more compsct than A horizons, yet h8s 

fair structure. Fair non-c;pi11ary porosity. 

breaks up into cubical and angular chunks. 

Colloidal coating on granules. 

Depth-- 2d to óo inches. 

Color--brown. 

Structure--very poor. Considerable quantities of 

raw rock fragments are present. 

Depth--6 inches. 

Color--mottled brown. 

Structure--no structure. Upper levels consist of 

decomposing rock material. Deeper levels 

composed of hard Igneous rock. 



Supplemental Data 
on 

Olympic clay 

----- 
Or - - - - - - 

Structure 
Matter Phos. Acidity echanical Analysis 

]ay & fine 
Horizon Rati percent p.p. J sa-ìd silt clay finesilt ely 

A, 

O to 8" _1Lti p_____ 5 ±q.ç 

A2 

__2.79 

3"to" )O(XX) 1.05 10.0 5.2 23.4 32.6 44.0 41.0 22.9 

B1 

xxxx .45 9.0 .2 30.4 12.8 56.8 44.4 22,9 

B2 

26" to 36" )o( .54 7.5 5.3 24.8 31.2 44.0 41.7 15.9 

C 

--,------- -W- 9.0 __.4 5.O 31.0 34.0 52.8_ 14.9 

X Inc3icates degree to which structure is developed. 



Melbourne clay soil 

General Description: 

Melbourne clay soil is one of the most extensive 

residual soils in V'estern Oregon, developing from sed- 

imentry rock. 

It occupies the lower foothills bordering the 

Willamette Valley nd loer slopes of the more mountain- 

ous areas. 

This soil is ouite subject to erosion. 

The principal use of Melbourne clay soil is br 

the production of trees and small fruits, grains, and 

pasture. 

The Melbourne clay on which grasses were grown for 

purpose of making root observations had been cropped 

to grain and vetch for the past fifteen years. 

Horizon Description: 

A1- - 

Depth--O to 8 inches. 

Color--dull brown. 

Structure--com)act, dense, angular cleavage and no 

visible porosity. Very resistant to pulver- 

ization. Surface cracks open on drying. They 

vary in width from those barely visible to - 
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inch in uiameter. Surface covered with thin 

layer of dispersed colloidal material making 

it imoervious to water penetration. 

Aeration--poor. Cracks provide only means for 

entrance of air. 

Depth--B to 20 inches. 

Color--dark brown. 

Structure--best structure in profile for root 

development. Iany non-capillary pore spaces 

the size of a lead pencil developed by insects 

and plant roots. Insect casts plentiful. Ex- 

hibits a marked tendency to granulation. 

Aeration--well aerated when surface soil cracks, 

but slightly mottled condition indicates a 

lack of eration during wet season. 

Depth--20 to 26 inches. 

Color--lipht brown mottled with yellow and grey. 

Structure--good as comlL.areci with surface soil. 

Iumerous root and insect channels. These 

channels are filled with sedimentation from 

A horizons. \Iisible coating of colloidal 

materials coat the soil granules. 

Aeration-- slight mottling indicates restricted 



B2- - 

C- - 
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aeration. 

Decomposition--this horizon consists of much less 

weathered looking soil material then A horizon. 

Depth--26 to ö6 inches. 

Color--yellow mottled with grey and brown. 

Structure--very little structure. Few non-capillary 

pore spaces. Colloidal material present along 

cracks and crevices. 

Aeration--poor. 

Decomposition--more of the appearance of parent 

material. Parent meterial partially decomposed 

sandstone, interspersed with B2 horizon. 

Depth--36 inches. 

Color--yellowish grey sandstone. 

Structure--complete absence. 

Drainage--dependent upon cleavage channels. 



 

Matter 
Structure 

Horizon attng percen 

A1 

O to 8" XX 2.04 

A2 

to 20" XXXXXX 1.85 

B1 

0" to 26" XXXXX 

B2 

Supplemental Data 
on 

LIe1bourne clay 

Act5it 

j.p.m. pH 

T7 L39 

9.0 I 5.2 

Mechanical Ana1yst 
clay & frtne 

c1y- fine silt Ic1 

L1JL50.0__l6.9 

29.4 27.8J42.SL 46.0 L2.9 

La J 2L. 

5.2 125.8 I 25.4 148.81 42.4 

27. 

31.0 

J____iQ. I 
28.2 

I 28.8164.0113.3 
X Indicates 5egree to which structure is developed. 
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Soil Temperature 

Four observations were made monthly on all soils 

of the air nd surface temperatures; also, at one, 

two and three feet. 

There was no significant difference between the 

temperatures of the four soils. However, the soil 

temperatures on Wiliamette tended to fluctuate more in 

response to atmospheric changes than on the other soils. 

This was probably due to better aeration. 

rrater Table 

rihe depth to vater table was observed at the 

same time temperature readings were made. 

During the months of December, January, and February 

the depth to water table fluctuated from 2 inches to 

30 inches on Pillamette soil, O to 13 inches on Dayton 

soil, and 6 inches to 24 inches on Olympic soil. No 

water table was present at any time in Melbourne soil. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Selection of soils on which plantings are to be made 

for purpose of making observstions of root develop- 

ment. 

The purpose of msking the root studies reported 

in this paper was to obtsin information that ould 

help answer such problems as: (1) which grasses 

are best suited to control of soil erosion, snd, 

(2) which grasses il1 prove compatible when seeded 

in mixtures. 

Such studies should preferably be made on soils 

where these are import'nt problems. The reason for 

this is the considerable variation in the nature 

and extent of root development of a species of 

grass when grown on different soils. Information 

as to the root development of a given species grown 

on Willamette clay would be of less value from the 

standpoint of determining its value for controlling 

soil erosion than if the same information had been 

obtained on the same grass growing on Melbourne clay, 

which is much more subject to erosion. This study 

shows considerable vsriation in root development 

on these two soils. 

It is highly desirable to have the land on which 
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root observations are to be made, as free of roots 

of other plants as possible. Presence of foreign 

roots is very confusing when attempting to determine 

the direction of penetration and nature of branching 

of the root system being studied. These additional 

roots also slow up the washing process, and are diffi- 

cult to separate from the plants being studied. It 

would be good procedure to leave the land fallow 

for a year previous to planting. 

Soils on which pintings are made should be 

typical of the type on which information is desired. 

It appearz that small differences in texture, struc- 

ture, and fertility are rsponstblefoxconÌtderable 
vriation in root development. 

To locate plantings where they are easily 

accessible, and if possible supDlied with running 

water, greatly facilitates the making of observations. 

2. Methods of Preparation for Seedings. 

All lour lanting areas were prepared for 

seeding in the usual manner for field crops. This 

practice seems desireable if the results are to be 

comparable ith those obtained under ordinary farming 

methods. 

The size of plots used in this study (2' x 6') 



roved satisfactory. The distance 11owed between 

plots, also proved to be ample. 

3. Methods of seeding. 

All seedings were made at the recommended field 

rates under nestern Oregon conditions. It is much 

more difficult to isolate the root stem of a 

single plant when the seedinís have been made at 

the standard rate rather than growing isolated plants, 

but the root development is more typical of that 

found under field conditions. Competition affects 

development of roots as well as tops. It is with 

this fact in mind that Y'eaver (38) recommends that 

typical cultivited plants surrounded by others of 

their kind and planted at the usual rate be selected 

for root study, rather than isolated individuals. 

Seeding in this mnner gives a larger number 

of plants to vork ith in case of accident. 

4. Methods used in making root observations. 

After considerable experimenting with differ- 

ent methoas the procedure described in detail in 

the fore part of this paper was developed. The 

author believes this proceaure with some possible 

modifications will give best results under Western 
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Oregon conditions. 

Mature plants my be studied in the same menner 

by using larger sized cylinders. 

Pictures were used for portraying the character 

of root development s it was considered a more 

authenle means of portrayal than by drawings. The 

author's experience with drawings has been that 

too often the artist's personality and imagination 

greatly influence the appearance of the finished 

copy. 

b. Root development of the grasses studied. 

2_t: 
grasses lar controlling soil washipg-- 

A very interesting observation made during this study 

was the variation in the ease with which different 

grass roots were washed free of soil. For example, 

it took two or three times as long to wash the soil 

from roots of timothy and bulbous blue grass as it 

did from those of tall oat, tall fescue or Reed 

canary grass. The author believes this observation 

of real value from the standpoint of selecting 

grasses for control of soil washing. Timothy and 

buloous blue have extremely dense, fine root systems 

which tend to prevent the soil from washing. Roots 
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of Chewing fescue, English rye, and orchard grass 

are intermediate in this respect. 

Those working with soil erosion control are 

now giving considerable attention to the possibility 

of making permanent grass seedings in orchards. Of 

the grasses studied, bulbous blue appears best, due 

to its root and vegetative characteristics. In 

addition to possessing excollent soil holding qualities 

it is very early maturing which ould reduce the 

com,etition between the grass and trees for moisture 

and plant food. 

$e1ectiort of rasses to be planted in mixtures-- 

Assuming that the compatibility of grasses seeded 

in mixtures is determined largely by the character 

of root growth, it becomes evident upon making 

studies of root systems why certain mixtures of grasses 

do well, while others do not. 

Although the majority of feeder roots on all 

plants studied were in the surface foot of soil 

there was considerable variation in the maximum depth 

at which they were found. For example, the feeder 

roots of Chewing fescue, timothy and bulbous blue 

were largely confined to the surface foot, but on tall 

oat, orchard and Reed canary grasses there was con- 

siderable feeder root development to a depth of 24 



to 30 inches at 180 days of age. English rye grass 

and tall fescue were intermedite in this respect. 

However, the depth to hich feeder roots were found 

varied considerably on the different soils. In view 

of these facts it seems reasonable to conclude that 

on the bi sis of root development, Chewing fescue 

would be more compstible with tall oat or orchard 

grass than v'ith timothy or bulbous blue. Observations 

of field plsntings substantiate this conclusion. 

Seeding grass in legume stands that are thinning 

out--It appears that a grass to be used for this 

purpose should first, be sufficiently aggressive to 

establish itself under these conditions, yet be 

compatible with the legume plant. Second, it should 

be a good forage hay. 

Weaver (38) and others have found Red clover 

and alfalfa to be deep rooting plants. ?Tith this 

fact in mind it seems reasonable to conclude that 

a grass to be compatible with these legumes should 

be comparatively shallow rooting. Timothy and English 

rye appear to be satisfactory from this standpoint, 

and in addition appePr to be sufficiently aggressive 

to establish themselves under these conditions. 

both are excellent hay grasses. Tall oat, al1 fescue, 

orchard, and Reed canary may be too competitive for 
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such use. In addition none of them is considered 

an exceptionally good hay grass. Chewing fescue 

and bulbous blue are not of much value for hay. 

Cultivation--Due to the spreding root systems 

of ali grasses studied, any cultivation done for 

purpose of destroying weeds 8.nd conserving moisture 

sould be very shallow; not more than 2 inches deep. 

This would be especially important on elbourne, 

Dayton, and Olympic soils as in all cases there 

appeared to be a greeter amount of lateral root 

spread on these soils. 

Advantage Fali planting--The extent to 

which the root systems of these Fall planted grasses 

have become established in 180 days indicates to 

the author the advantage of Fall over Spring 

planting. ilants with such well established root 

systems are in a better condition to withstand the 

long dry summers than are the younger Spring planted 

one s. 

Iodifying effects o± soil conditions-- 

The soil properties that apeared to have the 

greatest effect on root development were structure 

and texture. 
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The profile of Wi11niette soil has sufficiently 

o en structure so that roots were able to penetrite 

in en apperently normal manner. In contrast, only 

a very few thinly branched roots were ble to pene- 

trete into the i3 horizon on Dayton. Those roots 

that dia penetrate this horizon vient only a short 

distance along sorne crack or crevice nd were very 

contorted and unnatural in ppearance. 

It was very spperent on sil soils that when 

penetration was limited there wss sn increased 

development of branch roots. 

The greater smount of av&ilable p1int nutrients, 

especially Phosphorous, In Til1amette soil was in 

all probability an influential factor responsible 

for the larger total root growth in this soil. 

Willamette soil also appeared to be a few degrees 

warmer then the other soils. This was undoubtecJy 

ciue to the thrker color, better drainage, and 

location. 

It is very doubtful whether acidity as res- 

ponsible for much variation in root development 

as all soils were ouite acid. 
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